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OBJECTIVE Endoscopic endonasal approaches are increasingly performed for the surgical treatment of multiple skull
base pathologies. Preventing postoperative CSF leaks remains a major challenge, particularly in extended approaches.
In this study, the authors assessed the potential use of modern multimaterial 3D printing and neuronavigation to help
model these extended defects and develop specifically tailored prostheses for reconstructive purposes.
METHODS Extended endoscopic endonasal skull base approaches were performed on 3 human cadaveric heads. Preprocedure and intraprocedure CT scans were completed and were used to segment and design extended and tailored
skull base models. Multimaterial models with different core/edge interfaces were 3D printed for implantation trials. A
novel application of the intraoperative landmark acquisition method was used to transfer the navigation, helping to tailor
the extended models.
RESULTS Prostheses were created based on preoperative and intraoperative CT scans. The navigation transfer offered
sufficiently accurate data to tailor the preprinted extended skull base defect prostheses. Successful implantation of the
skull base prostheses was achieved in all specimens. The progressive flexibility gradient of the models’ edges offered
the best compromise for easy intranasal maneuverability, anchoring, and structural stability. Prostheses printed based
on intraprocedure CT scans were accurate in shape but slightly undersized.
CONCLUSIONS Preoperative 3D printing of patient-specific skull base models is achievable for extended endoscopic
endonasal surgery. The careful spatial modeling and the use of a flexibility gradient in the design helped achieve the
most stable reconstruction. Neuronavigation can help tailor preprinted prostheses.
https://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2017.9.JNS171253
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I

n recent years, endoscopic endonasal approaches have
become a key option for the surgical treatment of
multiple skull base pathologies.10,12,27,43 As they were
developed, these approaches were extended beyond the
sella to the anterior and posterior skull base compartments
through progressively more complex corridors requiring
larger areas of bone removal. The quality of the skull base
reconstruction of these defects is crucial to avoid postoperative CSF leaks and associated meningitis, representing

one of the major challenges for endoscopic skull base surgery.20 Since the introduction of the nasoseptal flap, progressive advances in reconstructive methods have helped
decrease postoperative CSF leak rates, mainly based on
multilayer reconstructive techniques.9,11,36,38 Nevertheless,
postoperative CSF leaks rates are still relatively high in
extended approaches, with the incidence ranging between
5% and 22% in experienced centers.16,22,25,41 One of the
major challenges during the reconstruction is the specific
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FIG. 1. Extended skull base models: segmentation, printing, tailoring, and implantation steps.

spatial conformation of the skull base defect, particularly
when the defect extends over 2 different compartments of
the skull base.16 The uneven edges of such defects limit the
value of classically effective strategies based on flat rigid
implants, such as the gasket seal and its modifications.16
Some authors have proposed a “button-like” technique,
where 2 sheets of facia lata graft are sewn together and
then used to fill the defect.29 This approach is promising
but may be limited by the lack of rigidity of the fascia
lata graft. Given this ongoing challenge, in this laboratory
investigation, we assessed the feasibility of designing and
tailoring prostheses for repairing skull base defects using
multimaterial 3D printing and neuronavigation, based on
pre- and intraoperative scans.

Methods

Scanning and Approaches
Three silicone-injected cadaveric specimens were used
for this study. Preoperative thin-cut volumetric bone-window CT scans were performed, allowing the segmentation
of extended models of the skull base (Ex-models) (Fig. 1).
We then performed a different endoscopic extended endonasal approach in each specimen: a transplanum transsphenoidal approach to the sella/suprasellar region; a transcribriform transplanum approach with partial opening of
the sella floor; and a transclival approach extending from
the floor of the sella to the inferior third of the clivus. Postprocedure thin-cut CT scans, equivalent to intraoperative
imaging, were obtained, allowing us to segment the defect
and directly tailor the implant based on the intraoperative
conditions (T-model) (Fig. 2). In total, for each cadaver,
2
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we prepared 2 sets of implants: an extended skull base
model (Ex-model) based on preoperative CT scans, and a
tailored model (T-model), modeled directly according to
the defect seen on the intraoperative scan (Fig. 3).
Modeling and 3D Printing
DICOM image reconstruction and segmentation was
performed on 3D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org/; Harvard
University).14 To ensure implant stability while allowing
maneuverability through tight nasal cavities, the model
was conceived to have a rigid core and flexible edges. With
regard to the center/edge material interface, we explored
both abrupt and gradual material transitions (Fig. 3). Postprocessing was carried out on segmented meshes (.stl
formats) of both Ex- and T-models to ensure consistent
thickness, vary material properties, and add in positioning handles. Postprocessing was carried out in Rhinoceros
3D (Robert McNeel & Associates). This involved reconstructing the model as a spherical segment by identifying the best-fit sphere to the segmented mesh (Fig. 4). The
segment was then thickened to 1 mm, and the outline of
the segment was offset inward by 3 mm, delineating rigid
(core) and flexible (edge) regions. Locations of positioning
handles were identified within the rigid-core region and
were placed along the normal to the thickened spherical
segment at the insertion point. A 2-part mesh, representing 2 materials with an abrupt transition, was then exported to the printer.
An additional step was required to introduce a functional material gradient between the rigid and flexible regions.
Taking advantage of the ability of modern multimaterial
3D printers to create digital materials with intermediate
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FIG. 2. Tailored skull base models: segmentation, printing, and implantation steps.

material properties between the 2 source resins, we incorporated a graded material interface between the rigid
and flexible phases.5 Prototypes were printed on the Connex500 multimaterial 3D printer (Stratasys). At each print
layer, flexible and rigid material photopolymers of different colors were simultaneously ejected and eventually UV
cured into a single build. The materials used for the core
and the edge are the rigid white VeroWhitePlus (RGD835,
Stratasys) and flexible transparent TangoPlus (FLX930,
Stratasys), respectively. These 2 materials represented the
extremes along the rigidity scale, with the Vero family
being the stiffest and the Tango family the most flexible,
representing an approximately 1000-fold modulus difference—the Vero being approximately 1 GPa (gigapascal)
and the Tango approximately 1 MPa (megapascal).5
Navigation Transfer, Tailoring, and Implantation
The T-model prostheses, based on intraoperative CT
scans, were directly implanted into the bony defects, while
the Ex-models were tailored to the operative defect using
neuronavigation transfer data. We used the intraoperative landmark acquisition method available on a clinically
available neuronavigation system (Brainlab) to transfer the
registration to the Ex-model (Fig. 5). When designing the
models, handle positions were selected near specific reference points easily identifiable during surgery (floor of the
sella, sphenoidal sinus septal base, etc.). After registering
the cadavers to the preoperative CT scan and completing
the nasal portion of the approach, we proceeded to acquire
these same reference point landmarks previously planned
on preoperative scans as intraoperative landmarks. A

FIG. 3. Extended skull base model (Ex-model) and tailored model
(T-model), with abrupt and gradual center/edge material interface.
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FIG. 4. Prostheses modeling and postprocessing. Figure is available in color online only.

minimum of 4 landmarks were selected for each cadaver,
according to the models’ handles. Landmarks were chosen based on the surrounding anatomy in the vicinity of
the planned craniotomy. This would vary based on the cadaver’s anatomy and the planned approach. Some of the
frequently used landmarks in our experiments were the
medial opticocarotid recesses, the base of the sphenoidal
septum at its caudal and rostral end, the sphenoid, and the
floor of the sella. After the skull base defect was created,
we acquired multiple points along its edges to trace the
extent of the defects on the preoperative CT scan. The next
step was performed using the “Restore registration with

intraoperative points” feature on the navigation system.
We selected as intraoperative landmarks points on the
Ex-models corresponding to the previously acquired landmarks on the cadaver’s skull base (Fig. 5). Then, we instructed the software to restore the registration using these
acquired intraoperative landmarks, which allowed us to
transfer the registration from the cadaveric head onto the
Ex-model without moving the navigation reference (Fig.
6). We then used the tracing of the operative defect to help
tailor the Ex-model. The tailoring of the models was possible with ordinary surgical scissors given the relatively
flexible nature of the material edges.

Results

In all 3 cadaver heads, the T-models, constructed based
on the intraoperative CT featuring the created skull base
defects, underestimated the size of the defect in 1 or 2 dimensions. Consequently, even though the shape was accurate, the T-models did not provide a stable reconstruction.
The use of intraoperative landmark acquisition for navigation transfer was sufficiently accurate to allow navigation on the Ex-models as if the pointer were still on the
skull base (Fig. 6). Even though not perfectly accurate,
the navigation transfer offered sufficient precision to help
tailor the Ex-models. We oversized the model by 5 mm,
given the insight provided by the results of the first experiment with the T-models. Successful and stable Ex-model
implantation was possible in all 3 cadavers. The semitransparent feature of the material used for the printing
helped us visualize the edges of the skull base defect, facilitating the subdural insertion of the model under direct
visual control of surrounding structures. No major differences were noticeable between model implantations in the
anterior, middle, and posterior skull base defects.
From a rigidity perspective, the models with a central
rigid core and an abrupt transition to the flexible edges
were harder to manipulate; the abrupt change in flexibility
led to occasional tearing at the core/edge interfaces. The
models with a central rigid core and progressively flexible
edges offered the best compromise for implantation, and
stability (Fig. 7, Video 1).
VIDEO 1. Video clip demonstrating Ex-model cadaver implantation
and 3D rendering. Copyright Walid Ibn Essayed. Published with
permission. Click here to view.

FIG. 5. Navigation transfer diagram.
4
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The flexibility of the models’ edges facilitated the introduction of the models through the nostril and maneuvering inside the nasal cavity.
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FIG. 6. Photograph demonstrating navigation over the printed model. The inset shows a magnified view of the pointer being navigated over the model using the handles as landmarks. After transferring the registration to the Ex-model, it is possible to navigate
on the prosthesis as if it were the patient skull base, allowing one to tailor the Ex-model to the defect.

Discussion

Extended skull base approaches are frequently performed for multiple skull base pathologies, such as pituitary
adenomas, craniopharyngiomas, chordomas, meningiomas, sinonasal malignancy, and multiple other lesions.7,15,
23,27,28,33,40,43
The constant challenge faced by surgeons after
resection is achieving the best watertight reconstruction of
the skull base defect created at the time of surgery.9,20,24,38
The effectiveness of this closure has improved over recent
years with the development of multilayer reconstruction
techniques overlaid by a nasoseptal flap.8,11,19,36 Currently,
the most commonly used techniques are multilayer-based
approaches such as the “gasket seal,” with its different variations, and the “button technique.”29 For a gasket
seal closure the surgeon wedges a plate, such as Medpore
(Porex),8,30 in the skull base defect after overlaying a fascia
lata graft over the defect, creating a gasket, sandwiching
the fascia between the plate and the skull base defect edges
and dura.10,16,27 This technique has proven effective in reconstructing most skull base defects, but as defects extend
across different compartments of the skull base in larger
approaches, the probability of all defect edges aligning on
the same plane decreases, leading to instability and weak
points around the gasket edges. The button technique is a
more versatile strategy used mostly when the skull base

defect edges prevent the effective placement of a plate. It
uses 2 layers of facia lata graft sewn together at their center, with one layer lodged in the intradural space while the
second layer is spread over the other side of the bony defect.29 The inherent limitation of this technique may be the
lack of rigidity of the construct due to the flexibility of the
material, which can lead to progressive dislodgment from
normal CSF pulsations and perioperative pressure surges.
In addition to a multilayer reconstruction, other preventive
techniques can be implemented to reduce the chance of

FIG. 7. Ex-model cadaver implantation and 3D rendering (corresponds
to Video 1).
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postoperative CSF leaks. The preoperative placement of a
lumbar drain helps protect the construct from CSF pressure
surges,1 and the use of intrathecal fluorescein, which can
be injected at the time of the lumbar drain placement, may
help identify and quantify any leak and facilitates intraoperative inspection of the quality of the construct.4,35 With
implementation of these methods, the risk of postoperative
CSF leak decreased progressively from around more than
50% in early studies to less than 3% in some recent reports.
However, when focusing on extended approaches this risk
is still nonnegligible at around 5% and higher, even in experienced centers.16,20,22,25,41
In this study, we addressed the 3D variability of the
surgical defects as one of the principal reconstruction
challenges. The skull base defects can vary based on the
tumor location and the bone removal required for access,
its relationships to important neurovascular structures, and
the specific nasal and bony anatomy of the patient. To our
knowledge, the use of 3D printing to reconstruct endoscopic skull base defects has not previously been assessed.
Our results suggest that the multimaterial 3D-printed skull
base reconstruction prostheses described here can be successfully modeled, printed, and implanted. We verified that
defect modeling can be successfully performed based on
preoperative scans. Our results confirmed also that using
currently available commercial systems and preselected
landmarks on preoperative CTs, it is possible to transfer a
sufficiently precise registration that can guide the surgeon
in tailoring a preprinted skull base model prosthesis. This
method seems to be closer to clinical practice as preoperative 3D printing of calvarial and other bony defects is
increasingly used in multiple situations.13,21,26,31,34,37
The use of neuronavigation transfer using preoperatively selected landmarks matched to references on the
printed models was feasible using currently available clinical neuronavigation software. This novel (off-label) use of
intraoperative landmark acquisition opens the possibility
of tailoring the preprinted skull base model according to
intraoperatively collected points corresponding to the defect edges. This would avoid the need for multiple nasal
insertions and decrease the risk of miscutting the preprinted model. The surgeon can always return to the original
patient image registration by going back to the previous
registration solution, as long as the navigation reference
array (star) remains in its original position.
While 3D printing of a defect based on an intraoperatively acquired CT scan is not currently feasible, we did
assess this scenario. Specifically, in endoscopic endonasal
surgery, intraoperative CT can help update the navigation
and guide drilling when extended bone removal is necessary. Even though currently time consuming, the modeling
and printing speed might become compressible to an intraoperative time frame. In the future, it might be possible
to acquire an early intraoperative CT (traditional or conebeam CT) once the bony opening is completed, giving sufficient time for modeling, printing, and sterilizing the 3D
model while the surgeon is performing the tumor resection. Another challenge with using this technique would
be the issue of sterility. Although biocompatible materials
for the purposes of 3D printing are available, sterilization
can be challenging. It would necessitate using materials
6
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that are resistant to fast-sterilization techniques.42 Alternatively, one can print in a sterile environment, which requires greater precautions right from sourcing the raw materials used to the postprinted handling of implants, thus
raising significant concerns with regulatory bodies about
the adequate sterility for implantation.3
We found that straightforward modeling of the defect
based on the normal bony anatomy raises challenges, particularly at the level of the sella. During endoscopic endonasal surgery, when the sella floor is opened, simply
recreating its concave shape may allow accumulation of
CSF facing the construct and would represent an increased
risk of CSF fistula formation. We theorized that the defect should adopt a less concave curvature particularly between the planum, the tuberculum, and the superior edge
of the clivus. A small convex curvature will preclude CSF
from stagnating without exerting pressure on the intradural structures.
As demonstrated by our experiments, modeling the
skull base defect directly on the intraoperative CT can be
even more challenging as all our tailored models ended
up underestimating the size of the defect. We think that
this discrepancy might be due to the accumulation of imprecisions throughout the manufacturing process. The
scanning parameters and windowing can falsely decrease
the defect edges during the segmentation, and the smoothing algorithm necessary for the modeling might also lose
a few crucial millimeters from the model’s final size. A
systematic addition of 5–10 mm in both the coronal and
particularly sagittal dimensions appears to be necessary
based on our preliminary results. A better understanding
and standardization of the design steps and printing techniques could help limit these inaccuracies.
After modeling the 3D surface of the defect, we added
handles on the inferior nasal surface of the implant. These
handles served 2 purposes. In accordance to other authors’
experiences, having handles helped maneuver the defect
inside the nasal cavity.16 These handles also served as landmarks for directing the registration transfer. These custom
handles should have a low profile so as not to preclude the
multilayer reconstruction.
Rigid prosthetic models of extended defects may be difficult to introduce through the nostril and would be difficult to maneuver inside the nasal cavity, entailing increased
risk of mucosal injury. The implantation of a rigid implant
could also be hazardous to surrounding structures, such as
the optic chiasm superiorly, the carotid arteries laterally,
and the basilar artery posteriorly, as the model may need to
be slightly oversized to remain contained by the edges of
the defect and prevent subsidence. The sagittal dimension
is typically the safest, as visual control is obtainable, while
in a coronal plane, lodging a rigid model might induce risk
to the carotid arteries. The use of a flexible material for
the models’ edges may lessen the risk of anatomical damage during placement. Partial folding of the model could
in theory decrease risk of injuring the nasal mucosa. The
flexible edges were particularly helpful during the implantation, while the central rigid core offered the necessary
rigidity to hold the model in place. Also, the flexible and
smooth nature of these edges could decrease risk of injury
to surrounding structures during insertion. The semitrans-
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parent feature of the flexible portions of the models was
also helpful during the insertion. The rigidity gradient design offered the most stable construct, distributing tension
across the model, with the best compromise between flexibility for placement and rigidity for implant stability.
As previously demonstrated, functionally graded interfaces offer significant advantages in that they can reduce
or eliminate stress concentrations at the junctions between
rigid and flexible phases in 3D-printed constructs.5 Although the location and design of the graded interfaces
in the models described here were chosen such that they
simply followed the external contours of the modeled geometry, future efforts could include an additional finite element simulation step, to create a more robust form factor.
In addition to functionally graded interfaces, future implant designs could also incorporate biocompatible scaffold materials to support and accelerate tissue ingrowth
or swellable polymers for a more secure and adaptable
fit.17,18,39 In addition to postoperative defect reconstruction,
this 3D printing technique might also be helpful in noniatrogenic CSF leak repairs and other situations, such as
empty sella syndrome, where techniques for remodeling
bony anatomy are limited.2,6,32
Limitations
This purely anatomical study suffers multiple inherent
limitations, the most pertinent being the verification of
the quality and stability of the reconstruction after model
implantation, which was only inspected endoscopically,
as postimplantation CT and MR studies of the cadaveric
heads would not yield sufficient precision to fully assess
the quality of the reconstruction. Overall, cadaveric evaluation of the effective impermeability of any reconstruction is challenging, and further evaluation in a more physiological setting will be necessary. Also, the use of only 3
cadaveric heads might not fully account for the anatomical
variations and possible surgical challenges, and the method will need to be further assessed in a larger number of
specimens.

Conclusions

Extended endoscopic endonasal approaches are increasingly indicated for a broad variety of skull base pathologies but are associated with a subsequent nonnegligible
risk of postoperative CSF leaks. 3D printing of skull base
defects represents a realistic option for improving the currently used multilayer reconstruction techniques. The possibilities offered by the currently available neuronavigation tools and increasing availability of intraoperative CT
scanners can guide the printing, tailoring, and implanting
of extended skull base models. The careful spatial modeling and the use of a flexibility gradient in the material
properties of these models can represent a major advance
in skull base endoscopic reconstruction techniques. Further laboratory investigations and clinical evaluations will
be necessary for validating the practicality and efficiency
of this technique. Recent and future developments in 3D
printing methods, with respect to both quality and speed,
will help refine the clinical applicability of this approach.
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